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THE 12 WEEK YEAR: HOW 
TO GET MORE DONE IN 12 
WEEKS THAN MOST DO 
IN A YEAR
L3Leadership.org/321

ABOUT BRIAN:

5 KEY TAKEAWAYS:

Brian is the CEO and founder of The Execution Company. He is a highly respected expert 
and accomplished executive who has developed a well-versed business perspective 
from his vast experience in consumer products, healthcare, food service, automotive 
and transportation and professional service sectors.
Brian is the co-author of the New York Times bestseller, The 12 Week Year, a program 
developed to empower individuals and companies to achieve more in 12 weeks than 
what others accomplish in 12 months. The 12 Week Year philosophy and training 
program has been implemented worldwide with industry leading companies like 
Allstate, BBVA, Mass Mutual, Metronic, Merril-Lynch, Nationwide, Paycor, and Papa Johns.
Prior to launching The Execution Company, Brian had leadership positions within 
Pepsico, UPS, Senn Delany Management Consultants, and National Automotive 
Corporation. Coupling his corporate experience with his entrepreneurial drive, Brian 
also co-founded Bio Inc, a health services provider specializing in wellness and medical 
surveillance performing on-site medical testing.
A trusted strategic advisor and visionary, Brian volunteers his time to mentor promising 
entrepreneurs to refine, implement, and execute their business plans, and his charity 
work includes Susan G. Komen and CBMC

1. Brian shares his definition of accountability and what that means in relation to other 
people as a leader. 
2. He discusses why he wrote his book, The 12 Week Year.
3. Brian talks about how shortening the timeframe to achieve a goal can bring clarity, 
momentum, and stress reduction.
4.He shares the framework he provides leaders with to achieve their goals in the 12 
Week Year.
Brian discusses how he reviews his execution and results to accomplish more. 

“Do everything you can to grow.”
- Brian Moran

Thanks for tuning into this week’s episode of the L3 Leadership Podcast. If you enjoyed
this episode, please head over to Apple Podcasts, Stitcher, or Google Play to subscribe

and leave us a rating and review.

CONNECT WITH BRIAN: http://brianpmoran.com/ Twitter YouTube Facebook LinkedIn
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